
 
 
 
 
Writing as Art: Avantia Damberg and the Aruba residency. 
ARTVIEWs Aruba·dinsdag 2 augustus 2016 
By Stan Kuiperi 
Ateliers’89/Academia di Bellas Artes presented the results of the month-long residency and a creative 
typography workshop course by Avantia Damberg. These were followed by an exhibition called 
“TRANKIL”, consisting of 4 residency works by Avantia Damberg and a series of works by five workshop 
participants. 
 

 
 
Capital "A" font made with Wayaca tree leaves and seeds. 
Avantia Damberg is a visual artist from Curaçao and a Dutch Rietveld Akademie graduate currently active 
with the Uniarte collective in Willemstad, Curaçao. During her residency at Ateliers’89 she furthered her 
current work with fonts, words, text, images and objects turned to ideas, concepts and messages, shown 
either in confined interior spaces or integrated in the natural environment. Avantia Damberg’s artwork 
reveals an original point of view as an artist and a fresh approach to art making. Her lecture presentation 
clearly showed the way she links, for example, modern, contemporary and often self-made fonts with 
ancient, early Christian texts and quotes from the Bible, creating a synergy between times and histories past 
and present, and between the personal, the local and the universal. 
 



 
 
French artist Marcel Duchamp with his iconic "Fountain" (right) of 1917. The Tate Gallery in London has a 
copy since the original has been lost. 
Avantia Damberg’s art may seem playful and local, spontaneous and even improvised, but it is firmly 
rooted in art history. She categorizes some of her art as “Installation art”, and she also creates graphic art 
projects which are equally original, as her recent series of postal stamp designs shows. Installation Art 
started way back in the early 19th century, with Marcel Duchamp’s 1917 (100 years ago!) readymade work 
called Fountain by R.Mutt being one of the first examples in New York of an installation art precursor.  
 
 

 



Kurt Schwitters' Merzbau Hanover, Germany, 1923-1936. 
Kurt Schwitter’s Merzbau 1,2,3 Hanover studio installation, built by the German artist from 1923 to 1936 
as a reaction to the consequences of WWI, is considered to be the very first intended art installation in a 
specific space. Installation art as a broader, international movement started in the early seventies and 
continues to this day, also locally exemplified by the work of several Aruban visual artists such as Irene 
Peterson, Alida Martinez and Glenda Heyliger, to name a few. Kurt Schwitters also happened to publish a 
book Thèses sur la Typographie in 1925, which contains some of the same basic concepts applied in the 
text art of Avantia Damberg today.  
 
 

 
 
 
Joseph Kosuth "One And Three Chairs", 1965, presenting three concepts of a chair: A real chair, a photo of 
chair, and a written description of a chair. 
Her methods and materials are often surprisingly simple and reminiscent of the Conceptual Art movement 
which first appeared on the art scene in the 1960’s and grew in the 1970’s. In Conceptual Art the idea or 
concept is the most important aspect of the work, more important than the traditional aesthetic, material and 
technical concerns. Conceptualism introduced and often depended on the use of text to convey messages, 
concepts, ideas and even instructions, or used text as the visual image itself. That the use of text and writing 
either as image or combined with visual images has prevailed through the decades is a great thing. After 40 
years it is still alive and vibrant today, including in the work of several local and mostly feminine artists 
such as Belinda De Veer and Osaira Muyale, and very clearly present in the results of this residency’s 
workshop.  



 
 
 
"MAP OF ARUBA" by Avantia Damberg, 2016. Paper strips printed with Aruban last names in "Aruba 
Font" (also by A.D.) fastened to plywood, 2.40 x 2.40 m. 
“Map of Aruba” is Avantia Damberg’s main work of the four works that resulted from her residency. The 
concept is based on a similar work made in Curaçao, now permanently exhibited in the “Kranshi” (City 
Hall) in Willemstad, and constructed on an aluminum base with ceramic strips with backlighting. The Map 
of Aruba is not a topographical or geological map. It’s a map made up solely of local last names of Aruban 
inhabitants, be it traditional names spanning ten generations or more, or names of recently arrived 
immigrants, the new Arubans. The criteria for being included: Having four or more mentions of the name 
in the telephone directory, a decision which has already been strongly contested in Curaçao. Aruba’s social 
and historical map is executed on plywood boards, with printed paper strips glued to the boards and bearing 
the names of the inhabitants. The names are as much as possible positioned according to districts and 
neighborhoods the people live in, within a thin penciled outline of Aruba. The work includes 450 Aruban 
names, compared to 730 in the Curaçao map. In the words of the artist: “The project is still unfinished, and 
it would take more time to add names that are still missing. I hope we’ll find a way not only to finish it but 
also to conserve the work”. It would be a shame to lose this unique project that has received way too little 
exposure and deserves a better and permanent installation, for example in the ANA (National Archives) 
building.  
 



 
"Aruba font", inspired by Aruban native petrographs. 
 
The artist even designed a new font to use in printing the names, a font she calls “Aruba font”. She did this 
in her typically modest, quiet and almost apologetic way, barely mentioning or showing it in the exhibition. 
The font style is inspired by native Aruban petrographs, and without any doubt raise the question how 
come no Aruban graphic designer ever thought about this or actually realized this. The “Aruba font” also 
should be considered one of the artist’s notable creations of this residency. 
Other works by Avantia are more playful and experimental works of a smaller scale that combine found 
materials, text messages and can be shown in a variety of outdoor settings. One of these is“Clothes”, a wall 
installation with the word amor shaped with metal wire and rope, and inspired by the Colossians 3:12-15 
Bible text:  
 



 
 
 
 
Avantia Damberg: "Clothes", 2016. Metal wire and rope. 
“12 Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves with compassion, 
kindness, humility, gentleness and patience. 13 Bear with each other and forgive one another if any of you 
has a grievance against someone. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. 14 And over all these virtues put on 
love, which binds them all together in perfect unity. 15 Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, since as 
members of one body you were called to peace. And be thankful.” A personal point of view? An inspiration 
based on her Aruba residency? Or a wise message to our community? This work, exhibited inside, conveys 
a personal and social message. Installed outside in nature, as she has also done, conveys a direct 
relationship between people and nature. 
 

 
 
"Suave", 2016. Foam and cut letters. In the background: Mixed media font exercises by workshop 
participants. 
“Suave” is the other example of Avantia Damberg’s found-object work combined with typography and 
textual double-meaning. The work consists of a single chunk of furniture or mattress foam with 
unmistakable sculptural qualities, with the word “suave” cut out in the foam. “Suave” in Papiamento, the 



artist’s native language, means soft, directly referring to the actual sensory experience of the soft foam 
material. The choice of text and object is very effective, as the material seems to softly whisper its best 
quality to the viewer, creating a very believable perception. But another layer in this work “Suave” is the 
current slang meaning of the word. In this sense, it stands for cool, easy, tranquil, relaxed: The typical 
Aruban answer to the question: How are you? In this concept, the found-object is placed on top of a 
pedestal and proudly sits there with the attitude of an ancient Greek marble sculpture, being suave: 
Uniquely cool. 
Avantia Damberg definitely introduced a sense of fresh approach to art making during her Aruba residency. 
The works look improvised and playful but, combined with her textual messages and the knowledge of the 
technical quality in her graphic and other works, reveal a thorough understanding of the issues related to 
the totality of her work. The Curaçao Map (look it up on her FBpage) is an example: A simple concept, 
realized through intense and time consuming social and archival research, and constructed with a durable 
aluminum backing, light systems, and – not to forget – 730 hand-drilled, printed and fastened, specially 
designed ceramic strips. Visit her Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/avantiadam... (Avantia 
Damberg Caribbean Artist). She is currently on a months-long European tour. 
The exhibition furthermore consisted of works by workshop participants Farley Croes, Facundo Franken , 
Gina Jie Sam Foek, Romy Maldonado and Luis Villegas. Most works are creative typography exercises and 
experiments, Haiku poems, and installation concepts echoing the input of Avantia Damberg’s typography 
interests and use of found materials. These are combined with the participant’s personal adaptations, ideas 
and very creative input. They include, among several others, surprising, funny, serious, touching, original 
and thought-provoking works such as Farley Croes’ Discobox Sex, Facundo Franken’s Haiku and DNA, 
Gina Jie Sam Foek’s Trankilo and Kiniki, Romy Maldonado’s Fin and Ami, Abo, Yerba I Awa, and Luis 
Villegas’ outdoor Kwihi tree and seeds installation. All these participants show a good grasp of the 
concepts and techniques transmitted by the artist.  

 
Farley Croes: "Discobox Sex", 2016. Icebox, lights, CD, ink. 
 



 
Facundo Franken: "HAIKU", 2016. Acrylic paint, markers. 
Facundo Franken’s Haiku text spells: “Temperatura den Cambio Climatologico. Palm Beach bou lama”. 
 

 
Gina Jie Sam Foek:"Kiniki", 2016. Marbles and sand on canvas. 
 



 
Romy Maldonado: "Fin", 2016. Egg shell, paint, plastic. 
 

 
Luis Villegas, 2016: Detail of outdoor installation. One of four hanging Kwihi seed forms. 



Two issues that require working on by the Ateliers’89 board to present better results are the following. 
Apply some quality control when writing information in Papiamento, so that a good example can be set for 
the impressionable younger generation and more respect shown for the national language. Also, the 
organization’s physical environment does little justice to the art showcased. As an exhibition space, the 
rooms look worn-out and the scary white illumination still reminds visitors that the building used to be a 
hospital many, many decades ago. A small makeover of just the light setup would do wonders. 
Credit is due for the general information for the public throughout the exhibition that was well taken into 
consideration and helped further the interest and appreciation of the viewers for this very successful 
residency, workshop and exhibition. Content-wise this was a good residency program by Ateliers’89, 
Avantia Damberg, and all the participants. One that deserves much more promotion, more public attention 
during the opening and subsequent weeks, and more exposure to groups for which creativity and language 
is important: Schools and students. Ateliers’89 should assign a room to continue to show artist and 
participant works from past residencies so these can be promoted and visited longer, combined with 
professional educational programs in cooperation with school boards. That would truly be sustainable art 
education. 
 
 


